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$3.009T, MAY’21

$2.5T, DEC’20

$1.3T, MAR’20

$2.16T, JAN’20

$0.65T, DEC’08

$0.13T, DEC’02

$1.8T, DEC’07

India’s Market Cap Since 2000

THE COMEBACK IS ALWAYS STRONGER THAN THE SETBACK

The recent rally was led by DIIs who have shifted

their focus to small-cap and mid-cap stocks

indicating their optimism in these class of shares. On

the contrary, FIIs have sold Indian shares worth

nearly $2.48 billion since March’21. Other factors

such as easy monetary policy, rupee appreciation,

and excess liquidity have made it easier for the

stock market to cross the $3 trillion mark.

One might conclude that the markets are stretched,

but India’s market cap to GDP ratio is not only lower

than other leading markets in the world, but also

27% lower than the global average.
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On 24th May, 2021, market capitalization of BSE-

listed companies reached $3 trillion for the first time.

The journey from $1 trillion to $1.5trillion, took

approximately 7 years, including a financial crisis

and the European defaults. The next $0.5 trillion

contends with demonetization, GST and the Fed

taper. The move from $2 trillion to $2.5 trillion and

$2.5 trillion to $3 trillion transpired in 1225 and

159 days respectively despite the COVID-19

pandemic.

The RBI discussed a sharp rally in the domestic

equity markets despite the contraction of GDP by

8% in 2020-21, which could result in the ‘risk of a

bubble’. Sensex crossed the 50,000 mark in January

and went on to touch its peak of 52,516 in

February. It has risen a whopping 101% from the

slump witnessed before the beginning of the

nationwide lockdown since March 2020.

The widening gap between stretched asset prices

relative to prospects for recovery in real economic

activity has also emerged as a global policy

concern. The liquidity injected to support economic

recovery can lead to unintended consequences; thus,

there is a need for calibrated unwinding once the

pandemic waves are flattened and the real

economy is firmly on the recovery path.

ARE THE EQUITY MARKETS FORMING A BUBBLE?
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China Bans Financial, Payment Institutions from

Cryptocurrency Business

China has prohibited financial institutions

and payment companies from providing

services related to cryptocurrency transactions,

marking a fresh crackdown on digital coins. The new

rules expand on previous restrictions and close the

loopholes that previously allowed finance and

payment firms to continue trading. All institutions,

including banks and online payment channels, were

directed not to offer clients any services involving

cryptocurrencies. This decision was made because the

volatility in prices of digital currencies infringed on

the security of the people, disrupting normal

financial-economic order.

This verdict makes it more difficult for individuals to

buy cryptocurrencies via various payment channels

and impacts the miners’ business, making it harder

for them to exchange cryptocurrencies for Yuan.

U.N. Forecasts the 2021 Global

Economic Growth to 5.4%

The United Nations revised its global

economic forecast upward to 5.4% growth for 2021

in response to the rebounding Chinese and U.S.

economies. However, the increased growth came

with a warning that the rising COVID-19 cases and

the lack of vaccines might threaten a broad-based

recovery.

The United Nations also raised India’s growth

forecast for 2021 by 0.2% to 7.5% and termed the

position as ‘highly fragile’. The chief of the Global

Economic Monitoring Branch in the U.N. Department

of Economic and Social Affairs, stated that the 2nd

and 3rd waves of COVID-19 infection might pose as

a significant challenge to recovery and world

economic growth. 5.4% is considered a high

economic growth in normal times, but this year it

barely offsets the losses of last year, as growth is

‘very uneven and uncertain’ this time.

AT&T Announces $43 billion Deal to Merge

WarnerMedia with Discovery

Telecom Giant AT&T agreed to

spin off its media operations and

combine its content unit, WarnerMedia with

Discovery, merging assets ranging from CNN and

HBO to HGTV and Food Network.

AT&T has signed a deal of $43 billion to create a

‘premier standalone global entertainment company’

which will compete with media giants- Netflix and

Disney. AT&T wanted to do something out of the

box, but its inability to adapt to changing times

resulted in a debt that amounted to $190 billion in

2020, the highest in a non-financial company. AT&T

is selling off its WarnerMedia division to Discovery

to right the wrongs, thereby giving consumers a

worthy rival for Netflix and Disney+.

AT&T’s policy of never backing out even in the face

of adversity is what has kept them afloat over the

years. AT&T's cautious and methodical approach

during the testing times has provided invaluable

lessons for businesses around the globe.

Israeli-Palestinian Conflict 2021

Israel, a country that sent life-

saving relief material to India to battle the second

wave of COVID-19, is facing security threats for the

last few days. Following clashes in Palestinians and

Israeli police in Jerusalem, the violence has been

escalating since early May. Palestinians have fired

rockets towards Jerusalem, and the Israeli army

defended by launching airstrikes in Gaza, a

Palestinian territory governed by Hamas. Protests

and clashes erupted after Israeli police staged a

barricading outside certain holy sites that were put

in place as coronavirus restrictions.

For generations, Jews and Arabs in the region

haven’t agreed on who the land should belong to

and how it should be divided. Thousands of rockets

were fired from Gaza, but even then, the casualties

were more in Gaza because Israel had intercepted

using their Iron Dome while Israel made targeted

strikes on terrorist camps only. Peace talks have

been taking place for more than 25 years, but

there has been no resolution, and until that happens,

more innocent civilians are expected to die.



GST Collection (₹ Lakh Crore)
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GST Collections Hit Record High

GST collections for April’21 made another record

high of ₹1.41 lakh crore up 14% MoM despite the

restrictions imposed as a result of the second wave

of COVID-19. This marked the 7th consecutive month

in which collections have crossed the ₹1 lakh crore

mark, indicating a sustained recovery from the

pandemic-hit-economy. The record high collections

were particularly possible due to increasing

compliance measures and close monitoring against

fake bills. However, the outlook ahead looks gloomy

for May with more than half the nation under strict

lockdown.

NDIA INC.
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RBI to Transfer ₹99,122 crore as Surplus to the

Government

The central bank announced that it will transfer

₹99,122 crore to the government as dividends for

9 months ended 31st March‘21. The move comes as

the RBI changes its accounting year to April-March

which was earlier July-June.

The government was expecting a transfer of

₹50,000 crore from the RBI against ₹57,128 crore

it had received last year. This is the second-highest

transfer of surplus by the RBI citing lower tax

revenues to the government as a result of the

second wave of the pandemic and challenges to

meet the disinvestment target for the year. The

highest transfer made till date was in FY19 when

the government received ₹1.76 lakh crore as

dividends due to a one-time transfer of extra

reserves. The RBI is not required to pay any income

tax and has to transfer the surplus to the

government after meeting its needs. The surplus was

a result of a change in the central bank’s accounting

policy for forex gains and though it isn’t enough to

counter the economic impact of the second wave, it

will surely be helpful in healing some of the wounds.
India’s Q4FY21 GDP grows at 1.6% YoY

India registered 1.6% YoY growth in GDP in

Q4FY21 against 0.4% YoY growth seen in Q3FY21

and 3.1% YoY growth seen in Q4FY20. The overall

GDP for FY21 was- 7.3% which was much better

than estimates. However, this marked the first yearly

contraction in GDP since 1980-81. The Fiscal Deficit

was seen at 9.3% of GDP with revenue deficit

being 7.42%. The core sector growth for April was

seen at 56.1% YoY against 11.4% YoY growth

registered in March. The abnormal growth rate in

April was due to the low base effect as the country

was under a strict lockdown last year in April.
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Tata Group buys 65% Stake in E-pharmacy Start-

up 1mg

Marking its second acquisition in

the start-up space, the salt-to-

software conglomerate signed a deal to acquire a

65% stake in e-pharmacy 1mg. The deal valued

1mg at ₹1,200 crore.

The move comes as the Tata Group aims to launch a

super app to bring all consumer products and

services on a single platform.

The e-pharmacy business has boomed since last

year and the deal brings the Tata Group in direct

competition with Amazon and Reliance in the

segment. Amazon had entered the e-pharma

segment during the first lockdown last year and

Reliance had bought a 60% stake in Netmeds last

September, which was then integrated into the

JioMart app.
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CBDT’s New Taxation Rule for Non-residents

The Central Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) has

announced new rules stating that non-residents who

conduct business with residents will be taxed even if

they do not have a physical presence in the country.

Any transaction of over ₹2 crores entered by a non-

resident with a resident Indian in respect of any

goods, services or property carried out by them

within India including the provision of download of

data or software in India, will attract tax in India. If

the number of users with whom systematic and

ongoing business operations are solicited (or who

are engaged in interactions) exceeds 3 lakhs, the

provisions of Significant Economic Presence, which

becomes the basis for taxability of non-residents in

India, would apply.

RBI Governor Announces Measures to Combat

the Second Wave of the Pandemic

RBI Governor, Shaktikanta Das announced measures

to combat the second wave of the pandemic. The

measures announced included the second purchase

of government securities worth ₹35,000 crores and

the creation of COVID loan books by banks at 25

bps lower than the repo rate.

The RBI also announced ₹50,000 crores of liquidity

for ramping up COVID-related healthcare

infrastructure and another ₹50,000 crores to lend

to the priority sector for a tenure of 3 years. The

measures will help healthcare providers, key

medical suppliers, small borrowers MSMEs and

businesses. For Small Finance Banks, the governor

announced support of special 3-year long repo

rates worth ₹10,000 crores and lending to Micro

Finance Institutions with assets up to ₹500 crores to

be considered as priority sector lending.

The governor said that the RBI will deploy all

possible resources and instruments for the

individuals and businesses affected by the second

wave.

Center Hikes Subsidy for DAP Fertilizers by 140%

The Union Government has announced

a hike in subsidy of Di-ammonium

Phosphate (DAP) fertilizer outlay for

FY22 by 140%, i.e. ₹14,775 crores. The

government increased the subsidy from ₹500 to

₹1200 per bag. This decision will increase the

budgeted outlay for fertilizers subsidy from

₹79,530 to ₹94,305. After a 60-70% hike in the

prices of DAP fertilizers in April due to rising prices

of phosphoric acid, ammonia, etc. internationally, the

price of one bag of DAP fertilizer now is ₹2400

whereby the farmers will be required to pay ₹1200

(old prices before inflation) and the rest of the

burden will be borne by the government.

The subsidy may release a huge burden from the

farmers shoulders.

SEBI Proposes Merger of ILDS Regulations and

NCRPS Regulations into NCS Regulations

SEBI proposes the merger of the Issue and Listing of

Debt Securities (ILDS) Regulations and the Issue and

Listing of Non-Convertible Redeemable Preference

Shares (NCRPS) Regulations into Issue and Listing of

Non-Convertible Securities (NCS) Regulations to

reduce the compliance burden on the listed entities.

The proposal is focusing on maintaining consistency

with the SEBI’s Listing Obligations and Disclosure

Requirements (LODR) rules and Debenture Trustees

norms, while blending in with the Companies Act,

2013. In the proposed rules, SEBI suggested the

removal of minimum credit rating criteria of AA- for

public issuance of NCRPS, and removal of

restrictions of 4 issuances in a year through a single

prospectus rule of ILDS regulations. To maintain

consistency, it also proposed that the shelf

placement memorandum’s validity be revised to one

year. SEBI also proposed that the requirement of

minimum size applicable for debt securities should

be removed, and proposed to include definitions of

green debt securities in the NCS framework.

The proposed merger will help in easing the

compliance for listed entities and strengthen the

regulatory practices for the established rules and

regulations.



Major Funding raised by Startups for the period 26th April’21 to 29th May’21
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Stride Ventures India Fund II

Stride Ventures has announced its

second fund with a targeted corpus of ₹1,000 crore

and a greenshoe option to raise an additional ₹875

crore. Stride Ventures will continue to invest in early

to late-stage startups with a 4-year commitment

period to deploy and recycle the capital.

This month 71 Indian start-ups were able to raise around $1,825 million vs $4,177 million funding raised by

91 start-ups in the previous month. Though private markets were mostly unaffected by the second wave of

COVID-19, funding was significantly reduced this month due to operational delays in closing transactions.

The AI-based Chatbot Therapist

In today’s society, where business

meetings have taken precedence over family meals,

relentless pressure to progress, and working 15+

hours a day to fulfil deadlines is the new normal, it’s

just a matter of time before a person’s emotional

health goes for a spin. Wysa, the Google Assistant

backed startup is catering to people in the middle

of the spectrum, who call for a little more than

yoga, but the conditions are not severe enough to

prescribe medications. Patients are benefited from

Wysa’s AI-based “emotionally intelligent” chatbot,

which integrates a combination of humans and AI

while maintaining the anonymity of users. Wysa’s

strategic transition from catering only to B2C to B2B

as well has helped the company achieve a 5x

growth over the last year.

The Inorganic Growth of PharmEasy

Since joining the unicorn group last

month, PharmEasy has acquired its

peer Medlife for an undisclosed amount,

strengthening its position in the healthcare sector.

PharmEasy has become India's largest e-pharma

company with this takeover, at a time when major

names like Tatas, Amazon, and Reliance are vying

for a market share.

Unicorns of the month

Even though most of the states imposed lockdown to

combat the second wave of COVID-19 cases in

India, there was no shortage of fundings for startups

in May. Moglix, a B2B e-commerce marketplace for

industrial goods, and the banking tech startup Zeta

are the latest entrants to the elite club of unicorns.

The Spacetech Startups of India

After the Indian Government opened up the sector

for private participation, spacetech has emerged to

be the next big thing. Skyroot Aerospace and

Agnikul Cosmos each raised $11 million in their

recently concluded fundraises. Skyroot Aerospace

intends to utilize the money to launch its flagship

vehicle, Vikram-1. Agnikul Cosmos, an IIT Madras

incubated spacetech startup is currently developing

Agnibaan, the country's first private small satellite

launch vehicle.
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KOSPI (in KRW) Hang Seng Index (in HKD)

DAX Performance Index (in EUR)
FTSE100 Index (in GBP)

Nikkei225 (in JPY)S&P500 Index (in USD)
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The index touched an ATH of 4,238 on 7th May

after which it fell by more than 4% in the following

3 trading sessions due to concerns about rising bond

yields as a result of rising inflation and investors

getting vary of an economic recovery because of

higher commodity prices.

The FTSE 100 hit a 12-month high rising above

7000 levels on hopes of a strong economic recovery

and government policy support. In the following

trading sessions, due to high inflation concerns in the

US, the counter saw a brutal sell-off down by more

than 2.47% on 11th May itself.

The index touched an all-time high of 15,568.6 on

25th May after PMI data showed a sharp rise in

business activity in the eurozone. Earlier in the month,

DAX registered its worst fall of 2021 on 4th May

when it crashed by 2.5% led by auto stocks, after

chipmaker Infineon warned of a massive production

hit due to the global chip shortage.

The KOSPI made marginal gains during the month

as investors weighed down on concerns of post-

pandemic inflation and the central bank’s monetary

policy comments indicated an end to the current

accommodative environment as exports and inflation

rose.

The Hang Seng compiler took the initial steps to

diversify the financial – heavy index during the

quarterly review. Hang Seng is supposed to increase

the number of components from 55 to 80 by mid-

2022 by adding more firms from the underweighted

sectors and reducing the impact of big companies

currently forming a part of the index.

Nikkei 225 started the month on a positive note due

to positive global cues after which it saw a massive

sell-off owing to rising coronavirus cases and weak

global markets. The index marked its highest daily

drop in 3 months on 11th May falling by more than

3%.

2.8%

1.2% 1.4%

1.6%0.3%

2.4%



Index
3rd May’21    

(In ₹)

31st May’21    

(In ₹)
Change (%) Trend

NIFTY Auto 9,662.9 10,491.8 8.6

Nifty Bank 32,465.7 35,526.6 9.4

Nifty Consumer Durables 20,540.9 21,958.9 6.9

Nifty Financial Services 15,529.2 16,663.6 7.3

Nifty FMCG 33,994.2 35,243.1 3.7

Nifty IT 25,676.0 27,115.0 5.6

Nifty Media 1,527.1 1,761.4 15.3

Nifty Metal 4,952.4 5,161.8 4.2

Nifty Oil & Gas 6,257.5 6,887.2 10.0

Nifty Pharma 13,507.4 14,051.7 4.0

QUITIES
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FPI Net Investment in May’ 21 (₹ Crore)

Source: NSDL

Source: NSE India

Foreign Portfolio Investment

Foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) pulled out ₹988

crores from Indian markets amid tumbling

investors sentiment due to the second COVID-19

pandemic wave.

The overseas investors pulled out ₹3,375 crore

from equities and infused ₹2,387 crore through

the debt and hybrid segment as per depositories

data. FPI flows in debt have turned positive due

to expectations of slower economic recovery, a

continued accommodative monetary policy stance

and the announcement of the second purchase of

government securities worth ₹35,000 crore under

the G-sec Acquisition Programme (G-SAP 1.0),

which has led to change in outlook for interest

rates.
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GoAir Files DRHP for ₹3,600 crore IPO

Wadia group backed low-cost carrier Go Airlines

filed its Draft Red Herring Prospectus (DRHP) ahead

of its IPO in which the carrier will be issuing fresh

equity shares worth ₹3,600 crore. The proceeds will

be used to repay dues owed to Indian Oil

Corporation and to replace letter of credits which are

issued to aircraft lessors, to secure lease rental

payments and maintenance of aircrafts.

The carrier operates in 28 domestic and 9

international destinations and its domestic market

share has increased from 8.8% in 2018 to 10.8% in

2020. The airline also rebranded itself as Go First, an

‘ultra’-low-cost carrier promising cheaper fares, young

fleet and safe operations.



FMCG Sector

After a sluggish start to the month as

many states went into lockdown to

combat the second wave of Covid-19,

Nifty FMCG increased by 3.7% MoM. Demand from

smaller towns and cities was seen at very good

levels last fiscal year, but has suffered a setback as

the second and more lethal wave of Covid-19 swept

across the country. The lockdown has disrupted the

supply chain of the companies across the country

and people are only prioritizing the necessities

amidst the high unemployment rate and slow

economic development. Thus, a downward demand

graph seems unavoidable as companies resort to

price hikes to tackle the high inflationary pressure.

ECTOR UPDATES
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IT Sector

NIFTY IT rose 5.6% MoM with the top

gainer being Coforge which rose by

21.6%. The second wave of Covid-19

has taken a heavy toll on the IT sector, and

productivity is expected to drop by 30% in the

coming months. The IT sector had registered around

₹1,600-₹1,800 crore business in the financial year

2020-21 even though the first wave had hit the

industry. However, on a positive note, the US

government has decided to remove a regulation

proposed by former president Donald Trump’s

administration that sought to narrow the definition of

‘specialty occupation’ under the H-1B visa regime.

This change has come as a relief for Indian IT firms,

who are among the largest users of such visas.

Auto Sector

Nifty Auto touched a high of 10,573.9

during the month and ended 8.6%

higher MoM as COVID-19 cases peaked

and the broader market was bullish. However, going

forward, the auto sector in the near future does not

look nice due to the lockdowns imposed and rise in

raw material costs. The second wave impact has also

been seen in small towns which would eventually

dampen the demand for two-wheelers and tractors.

Moreover, production levels also continue to take a

hit due to the global semi-conductor shortage. (The

highest gainer in the index was Balkrishna Industries

which rose 23.4% MoM while the top loser in the

index was Amara Raja Batteries which fell down by

5.3% MoM.)

Telecom Sector

Subscriber data for February 2021 was

revealed. Reliance Jio and Bharti Airtel

continued to add subscribers taking their subscriber

base to 414 million and 348 million. During the

month, Reliance Jio added 4.2 million users while

Airtel added 3.7 million users. After many months,

Vodafone Idea was finally able to arrest the

subscriber loss adding 0.65 million users and

expanding its user base to 282 million in February.

The total wireless subscriber increased to 1,167

million in February growing at a rate of 0.72%

MoM.
Subscribers Added During February’21 (Millions) 

Source: TRAI
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Metal Sector

The index touched an all-time high of

5,519 due to rising metal prices globally

owing to excess demand; and China (which controls

50% of the global steel production) announcing that

it would be reducing export rebate of 13% on 146

steel products. The move is expected to increase

margins for global steel companies including India.

However, later during the month, the counter saw a

massive sell-off as the Chinese government took

steps to reduce steel prices. Prices of other

commodities like copper and aluminium also fell

globally. The index still ended 4.2% higher MoM.

Media Sector

With investors betting on the unlock

theme, the index soared 15.3% higher

MoM. All index constituents rose MoM

as recoveries outnumbered fresh COVID-19 cases.

Index constituents like Inox Leisure and PVR have

been severely affected by the lockdowns. The near-

term outlook for cinema stocks still looks skeptical

though considering the fact that the economy is far

from opening completely. The top gainer in in the

index was Dish TV which rose by 47%.

Pharma Sector

The index hit an all-time high of 14,283.

The rally in Pharma stocks was a result

of strong domestic performance in April

where the Indian Pharma Market showed record

high sales growth of 52% YoY. A lot of tie-ups in the

space to market COVID-19 related drugs also

made analysts raise their targets for pharma

companies. The top gainer in the index Lupin rose by

13.7% MoM.

Banking Sector

The index touched a high of 35,584.

The counter rallied by 3.8% in a single

trading session on 21st May when

banking behemoth SBI announced better than

estimated Q4FY21 results with lower slippages and

improved asset quality.

Investors however remained concerned about the

impact of the second wave on the banking sector as

many states went into strict lockdowns. Credit growth

data for March’21 showed that non-food credit

growth hit a 45-month low of 4.9% YoY and

industrial credit growth remained muted at 0.4%

YoY although registering positive YoY growth for the

first time since September.

Source: NSE
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IFTY50

Company Name Change (%)

UPL 34.1

Indian Oil Corp 22.2

Gail India 19.9

SBI 16.8

Tata Steel 15.9

Coal India 14.9

Asian Paints 13.9

BPCL 13.1

Bajaj Finserv 12.6

Reliance 10.3

Company Name Change (%)

Hindustan Unilever -2.8

Bharti Airtel -1.7

HDFC -0.9

Britannia Inds -0.9

Kotak Mahindra Bank -0.2

NIFTY50  May’21 (In ₹)
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Top Gainers in NIFTY50 for May’21 Top Losers in NIFTY50 for May’21

Source: NSE India

Source: NSE India

SBI’s Super App YONO to Offer Fast-tracked

Two-wheeler Loans, Express

Credit

‘YONO’, an integrated digital

banking mobile app of State Bank of India, is

now preparing to offer fast track two-wheeler

loans and also express credit, a high-value

personal loan. The country’s largest bank offers

two-wheeler loans of up to ₹2.5 lac and express

credit loans up to ₹20 lakh outside the app. The

pre-approved personal loans have been

popular in 2020-21 with disbursements of

₹21,000 crore plus. The loans are provided to

the existing customer based on their past credit

history, repayment track record and spending

behaviour.

Sun Pharma Shares Hit a 52-week High After

Signing the Agreement with Eli Lilly and Co.

Pharma stocks have been in the limelight after

US drugmaker Eli Lilly and Co. declared that

it has granted Lupin, Cipla, and Sun Pharmaceutical

Industries Ltd licenses to manufacture its Baricitinib

drug in India to help combat the second wave of

COVID-19. The share price of Sun Pharma was up by

3.51%, hitting the 52-week high at ₹721 and was also

the top sectoral gainer, rallying more than 5% in just a

couple of days. The announcement stated that Sun

Pharma signed a royalty-free, non-exclusive voluntary

licensing agreement with Eli Lilly and Co. to expand

access of the Baricitnib drug in India. The Baricitnib

drug will be manufactured and distributed in India by

Sun Pharma.

The Indian markets closed higher in a strong show ahead of the GDP data release by the government. The

Nifty 50 index made a new record closing high on 31st May, ending at 15,582.8, up 147.15 points.

6.4%
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Climate Risk Associated with Cryptocurrencies

Elon Musk’s reverse stance on Bitcoin did

arouse a lot of suspicions regarding the

timing but at the same time it made

people realize one thing– mining cryptocurrencies

can have serious climatic implications because it

involves the use of fossil fuels. Cryptocurrencies are

mined using complex mathematical algorithms

involving computers. As more and more currencies

are mined, the algorithms keep getting longer and

more complex which an average computer is not

able to keep up with. A special computer is needed

which consumes a massive chunk of electric supply

coming from fossil fuels.

A study conducted by the University of Cambridge

found out that currently, the Bitcoin network itself

consumes about 110 Terawatt hours per year i.e.,

0.6% of the global electricity production which is

roughly equivalent to the annual energy consumption

of small countries like Sweden and Malaysia.

Another study found out that Bitcoin can single-

handedly produce enough carbon dioxide emissions

to push global temperatures by 2°C within the next

3 decades.

RBI to Strengthen Risk Based Supervision (RBS)

of Financial Sector

The RBI has decided to review and

strengthen the RBS of the financial

sector to enhance the process of addressing the

emerging challenges and remove inconsistencies if

any.

RBS is a structured process designed by the RBI

using both qualitative and quantitative elements to

identify critical risks faced by an individual bank

and systemic risks in the financial system. UCBs and

NBFCs are evaluated on an annual basis using the

CAMELS model and the supervisory rating models

under this approach will be reviewed by the RBI for

improved risk capture. The CAMELS approach is a

six-factor analysis of a bank which includes Capital

Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management, Earnings,

Liquidity and Sensitivity.

The main motive is to secure depositors’ interests

and financial security and the annual inspection is

done via offsite monitoring and an on-site

inspection.

Air India Reports Data Breach of 45 Lakh

Passengers

The national carrier in a shocking

announcement declared a cyber-attack on its

servers which resulted in a massive data breach of

around 45 lakh customers including personal,

passport and credit card details accumulated in the

last 10 years. The airline had informed the

passengers to change their passwords as soon as it

had received a notification regarding this earlier.

However, CVV/CVC numbers of the passengers

were safe as they are not held by the data

processor. This is the second such incident in the last

6 months after IndiGo reported some of their

servers had been hacked in December.

Indian companies are often subjected to such

incidents. A recent survey showed that over 26,100

Indian websites had been hacked in 2020. This is

despite the attempts being made by the Indian

government to strengthen the cybersecurity

infrastructure in the country.
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India VIX May’21 

Source: NSE India

As COVID-19 cases peaked and recoveries started

surpassing fresh cases daily, the benchmark indices

were back to their February levels. India VIX eased

to its lowest level in the year on 31st May when it

fell down to 16.5 and closed at 16.9 down 3%

from the previous day closing as bulls charged to

push the markets to new record highs.

28.7%



Goldman Sachs Trades First Bitcoin Derivatives

In yet another example of

Institutional adoption, investment

banking giant Goldman Sachs

expands its role in the cryptocurrency market with

new offerings for its clients. It has established a new

cryptocurrency trading team to address the growing

$2.4 trillion market, which will be a centralized desk

for managing cryptocurrency risk for its clients.

The team, which operates within Goldman's global

currencies and emerging markets trading division, is

trading two Bitcoin-linked derivatives. Goldman has

successfully executed trading with Bitcoin NDFs (non-

deliverable forwards), cash-settled futures contracts

that allow investors to bet on Bitcoin's future price, as

well as traditional futures contracts on the CME

(Chicago Mercantile Exchange), moreover, the firm is

not in a position to trade Bitcoin or any other

Cryptocurrency on a physical basis.

Looking ahead, as Goldman continue to broaden

their market presence, although, in a measured way,

they are selectively onboarding new liquidity

providers to enable them in expanding their

offering. Goldman also launched the Digital Assets

dashboard, which provides daily and intraday

cryptocurrency market data and news to their

clients.

ERIVATIVES 
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Futures & OptionsStandard Chartered Executes its First ESG-Linked

Derivative

ESG financial instrument involves assessing non-

monetary environmental, social and governance

criteria. Strictly speaking, an ESG derivative would

be a trade measuring specific ESG components

(e.g., sustainability targets, ESG-oriented

investments or maintaining specific ESG criteria or

ratings).

Standard Chartered has implemented its first

commodity hedge linked to ESG benchmarks with

Trafigura, a Singapore-based commodity trader.

The transaction involves combining KPIs linked to

reducing greenhouse gas emissions from owned or

controlled sources and sustainable sourcing in the

base metals business with conventional derivatives

risk management.

A premium is offered to Trafigura on its hedging

rate based on fulfilling the pre-agreed ESG KPIs,

which are reported regularly and independently

monitored by a third-party provider, ERM

Certification and Verification Services.

Governance

Environment

Social

VAALCO Energy Inc. Enters into Additional Crude Oil Derivative Contracts

VAALCO Energy Inc. is a US-based independent energy

company principally engaged in developing, acquiring,

and producing crude oil. VAALCO announced that it has

entered into a crude oil commodity swap agreement for

a total of 6.72 lakh barrels at a Dated Brent weighted

average price of $66.5 per barrel for the period from

May’21 through October’21; these swaps will settle

monthly.

VAALCO is hedging a majority of its 2021 crude oil production volumes to protect the cash flows, which are

expected to be utilized to fund the 2021-22 drilling program of up to 4 wells and the potential Floating

Storage and Offloading (FSO) unit capital upgrade costs. VAALCO entered into similar commodity swap

agreements in January’21. In total, VAALCO now has 70% of its crude oil production volume hedged

through October’21 at a Dated Brent weighted average price of $62.3 per barrel.

Fixed Rate Payer

Floating Rate 

Payer
Swap DealerHedger

Commodity Swap
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Source: MCX

Source: MCX

Gold Spot Price (In ₹ per 10 grams) Crude Oil Spot Price (In ₹ per barrel)
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SEBI Proposes a Framework for Gold Exchange

SEBI has proposed setting up a gold spot

exchange in the domestic commodity

market. The yellow metal will be traded

as EGRs (Electronic Gold Receipts) in the exchange,

as per the proposal. The proposed gold exchange

by SEBI would infuse transparency in gold

transactions and, over a while, enable India to

emerge as a price setter for the commodity

globally. SEBI proposed three tranches for executing

EGR transactions:

• In the first tranche, the physical gold would be

transformed to EGR. A standard interface

between the depositories, vault managers,

clearing corporations, and stock exchanges has

been proposed.

• The exchange will receive all information about

EGR from depositories in the second tranche, and

clearing corporations will settle trades.

• This EGR will be transformed into physical gold in

the third tranche, and buyers will be getting

physical gold by tendering their EGR.
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Crude oil suffered first weekly loss amid progress

over US-Iran nuclear talk, weak demand outlook in

Asia, and a broad sell-off in commodities. However,

oil prices regained some momentum and rebounded

after losing more than 3% on potential halt on

Iranian Nuclear deal and due to improving COVID-

19 situation in Europe and United States.

Gold prices continued to rally for a third

consecutive week as the yellow metal attracted

institutional and retail traders’ attention. The bullish

price action comes amid a painful drop in Bitcoin,

with the cryptocurrency sinking over 20%. Earlier

this month, Investors have speculated that Bitcoin

may serve as an inflation hedge. However, that

narrative is being put to the test, and, so far, it

appears to be failing, and gold continues to occupy

higher weightage in the investor’s portfolio.
Fuel Consumption Pattern During April’21

According to Petroleum Planning & Analysis Cell,

consumption of petroleum and petroleum-related

products fell 9.4% to 17 MMT in April’21 from 19

MMT in March’21.

However, India was under one of the world's

severest lockdowns in April’20, bringing to a halt

almost all economic activity, comparing on a YoY

basis, fuel demand surged 81.5% from April’20

lows.

Consumption of petroleum in April’21 rose by

145.2% YoY to 2.4 MMT. However, compared to the

preceding month, petrol consumption fell by 13%.

MoM decline is attributed to the fall in passenger

vehicle sales to 2.6 lakh vehicles in the month of

April’21 as compared to 2.9 lakh in the previous

month.

Consumption of diesel slummed by 7.5% to 6.7 MMT

in April’21 compared to the previous month.

However, there was a growth of 105.3% YoY. The

decline in MoM is attributed to local restrictions

imposed across states with midnight curfew and

weekend lockdown affected inter-state, inter-district

travel and transportation of goods.

The consumption of natural gas stood at 5.2 BCM.

Kerosene consumption registered a growth of 18.4%

YoY.

4.5%
2.2%
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Source: Investing

Currency 1st May’21 31st May’21 Change (%) Trend

INR/USD INR 73.81 INR 72.54 -1.7

INR/EUR INR 89.02 INR 88.4 -0.7

USD/EUR USD 1.21 USD 1.22 0.8

JPY/USD JPY 109.27 JPY 109.54 0.3

CAD/USD CAD 1.23 CAD 1.2 -2.0

USD/GBP USD 1.39 USD 1.42 2.2

USD/SEK USD 0.12 USD 0.12 0

USD/CHF USD 1.09 USD 1.11 1.8

Source: Investing

US Dollar Index (USD) Bangladesh Bank Approves Draft $200

Million Currency Swap with Sri Lanka

The Bangladesh Bank (BB) approved the

draft proposal of a $200 million currency

swap deal with Sri Lanka. The swap deal

would be finalized after getting a legal

vetting by the government. The deal

would help Sri Lanka to maintain its forex

reserve which stood at $4.05 billion in

March 2021 and meet its foreign

currency expenditure. In turn, Sri Lanka

will provide a government guarantee and

keep the equivalent amount of local

currency with the BB. Sri Lanka will pay

1-2%+ LIBOR as an interest to the BB.

Forex Reserve on a Surge

The forex reserve is on track to surpass the all-time high

of $592.8 billion, having increased by $1.4 billion, $563

million and $2.8 billion in the first, second and third

weeks, respectively, from the month's starting value of

$588 billion.

The rise in forex reserve is mostly on the account of an

increase in the value of the gold reserve and Foreign

Currency Assets (FCA) which rose by $2.4 billion and $2.5

billion, respectively. The FCA includes the effect of

appreciation or depreciation of non-US units like the euro,

pound, and yen held in the foreign exchange reserves.

The Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) rose by $5 million,

while the reserve position with IMF rose by $31 million.
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This month the US dollar index dropped to its four months lowest

level. The index has dropped considerably since April because

the dollar is falling against major currencies. Higher inflation

rates resulted from the capped treasury yields contributed to

the downward trend. Consumer prices increased by 4.2% YoY,

the sharpest rate of increase in almost a decade.
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Affluent Indians Lookout for 2nd Home to Escape

COVID Rage

The pandemic has forced everyone

to stay indoors, and the second

wave of COVID-19 has proved that

work from home culture is here to stay.

The need to escape covid-infested cities has

prompted affluent Indians to look for 'safer' places

on the city's outskirts. Experts stated that inquiries

for having a second home in a green and open area

had risen 20-30% since the pandemic. Initially, it

started with enquiries, but now the transactions are

rising by 15-20%. The demand for farmhouses in

the outskirts of Delhi has risen from 2-3 in the pre-

pandemic period to 10-12 now.

The HNIs are mostly taking the option of buying

land worth ₹5-20 crores as they want to design it

themselves, whereas the millennials are searching for

smaller properties costing ₹1-5 crore with good

connectivity and infrastructure to allow easy travel

to work and back.

According to experts, this might boost the growth of

the real estate sector in the coming years as the

real-estate sector is likely to reach a market size of

$1 trillion by 2030.

S&P Dow Jones Brings Cryptocurrency Indices of

Bitcoin and Ethereum to Wall Street

With the growing market and investors' demand for

benchmarking and index-based solutions for

cryptocurrencies, S&P Dow Jones launched its

cryptocurrencies indices including Bitcoin and

Ethereum to the wall street under the S&P Digital

Market Indices series. The indices track

performances of digital assets listed on recognized

cryptocurrencies platforms. The indices use

cryptocurrency software and data provider Lukka

for pricing data to determine the pricing of

individual indices and their eligibility in the universe.

At initiation the new indices include:

S&P Bitcoin Index (SPBTC)- tracks the performance

of Bitcoin.

S&P Ethereum Index (SPETH)- tracks the

performance of Ethereum.

S&P Cryptocurrency MegaCap Index (SPCMC)-

tracks the performance of Bitcoin and Ethereum.

The S&P Digital Market Indices series also plans to

include additional coins later in the year.

With the help of these indices, the investors will be

able to assess the reliability and transparency of

cryptocurrency benchmarks with high-quality pricing

data.

Cryptocurrency
1st May’21

(in $) 

31st May’21

(in $) 
Change (%) Trend

Bitcoin (BTC) 57,828.1 37,332.86 -35.4

Ethereum (ETH) 2,945.9 2,714.95 -7.8

Shiba Inu (SHIB) 0.0000019 0.00000928 388.4

Tether (USDT) 1.000111 1.0005 0.03

Cardano (ADA) 1.353071 1.7428 28.8

Dogecoin (DOGE) 0.392987 0.32581 -17.1

Ripple (XRP) 1.65 1.05 -36.4

Polygon SDK (MATIC) 0.79 1.88 137.9
Source: Yahoo Finance; Coin Market Cap

The cryptocurrency market was extremely volatile in May. Earlier during the month, Dogecoin rallied after

Elon Musk announced Tesla would start accepting it as a mode of payment. Ethereum rallied as a result of

interest from institutional investors. However, the rally was short-lived primarily because Elon Musk

announced that Tesla won't accept bitcoins any longer due to environmental concerns and China banning

cryptocurrencies. The market fell down tremendously with Bitcoin falling down by as much as 45%.
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SIP Inflows Decline by 6.38%

The contribution of monthly SIP stood at ₹8,596

crores in April, declining marginally from ₹9,182

crores in March.

The spill over of SIP money into March was due to

public holidays in February. The mutual fund industry

average assets under management (AUMs) climbed

and hit an all-time high at ₹32 trillion, owning to

overall positive flows in all open-ended categories,

which indicated a positive start to FY22.

Month
New Registrations

(lakh)

Contributions

(₹ crore)

Nov-20 10.63 7,302

Dec-20 14.22 8,418

Jan-21 16.44 8,023

Feb-21 14.90 7,528

Mar-21 16.72 9,182

Apr-21 14.08 8,596

Inflows in Mutual Funds Drop to ₹3,437 crores in

April

Net inflows in equity mutual funds witnessed a

decline of 40% in net inflow from ₹9,115 crores in

March to ₹3,437 crores in April. The biggest inflow

was seen by Thematic and sectoral funds of ₹1,705

crores, while large & midcap funds saw net inflows

of ₹700-1,000 crores. The widening business and

mobility restrictions due to the surge in COVID-19

cases dampened investor sentiment, leading to the

slowdown of inflows in April. As per analysts, the

flow might pace up the pace once the pandemic is

brought under control through increased vaccination

and other measures.

Indiabulls Signs ₹175 crore Deal With Groww to

Exit Mutual Fund Business

Nextbillion Technology Pvt. Ltd, which operates the

wealth management platform Groww, has signed an

agreement with Indiabulls Housing Finance to

acquire its asset management company for ₹175

crores. This paves the way for the Bengaluru-based

fintech startup to enter the mutual fund business.

Indiabulls Housing Finance decided to exit the

mutual fund business to concentrate on its

management bandwidth and consolidate capital

towards its core lending business.

This agreement comes after the recent changes by

SEBI in sponsorship criteria for fintech companies to

enter the mutual fund manufacturing and

management space. If SEBI approves this

acquisition, Groww will become one of the first

fintech startups to be a licensed AMC. Groww

grabbed on to this opportunity as soon as it got a

chance which sure teaches us a lesson.

Life Insurance Companies’ New Premium

Business Up 45% in April’21

According to IRDAI, Life Insurance companies

logged nearly 45% growth YoY in their cumulative

new business premium at ₹9,738 crores in April

2021. All 24 life insurers had collected ₹6,727

crores as a cumulative new business premium, same

time last year. The state-run insurer recorded a

35.6% jump in the first year or new business

premium at ₹4,856 crores in April’21 against

₹3,581 crores in April’20. As FY22 started on a

positive note, experts have forecasted that

increased awareness of insurance and term plan

premiums and digital push for insurance could drive

premiums for life insurance companies.

Source: IRDAI,CMIE

Month
Premium

(₹ crore)
YoY

Nov-20 19,159 -26.9%

Dec-20 24,383 -02.8%

Jan-21 21,390 03.7%

Feb-21 22,425 21.0%

Mar-21 43,417 70.9%

Apr-21 9,738 44.8%

Source: AMFI
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Now Google Pay Users in the US Can Transfer

Money to India and Singapore

The Silicon Valley giant, Google has

announced a strategic alliance with

Western Union and Wise to permit cross-border

remittances through its payment app. This

announcement comes months after Google

revamped its payment app in the US as part of its

attempt to expand into the banking sector. Due to

the ongoing pandemic, governments were forced to

impose stringent mobility restrictions. As a result,

digital payments have soared to register a record

number of transactions.

The app would initially facilitate one-way payments

from the US to India and Singapore. Google

anticipates rolling out the feature globally by the

end of this year. As per the alliance, Western Union

is all set to enable global remittances through

Google Pay in over 200 countries while Wise will

broaden the assistance to over 80 countries.

Although Western Union has claimed that recipients

will receive the exact sum specified by the sender in

the United States, Wise would charge the actual

foreign exchange rate plus a transfer fee. Google

will not force any additional charges. In its initial

offering, Western Union is permitting unlimited free

transfers at the time of remitting money through the

app, and Wise is offering to make the first transfer

free for new customers for an amount up to $500 till

16th June ’21.When the average cost of remittance

is around 6.5% and the global remittance market is

expected to reach $930 billion by 2026, the

strategic alliance is all set to disrupt the global

remittance market.

TikTok is All Set to Spice Up the E-retail

Competition with its Flagship In-app Shopping

Experience

At the time when e-retail is expected

to deliver a staggering $5 trillion in

sales, the social media behemoths are battling out

to be the table toppers. With an international user

base of over 700 million and a target to manage

over $185 billion in the segment by 2022, TikTok’s

strategic leap into the digital shopping arena would

pose a serious threat to the giants. It is attempting to

globally emulate the success of its Chinese twin

Douyin, which raked in $26 billion in e-commerce

transactions in its first year of the business itself.

Whereas in TikTok, the merchants would set up

dedicated stores on the platform for shopping, and

AI-based personalized recommendations would

assist the users to shop without leaving the app.

Instead of handling sales or products, the company

intends to sell more advertisements to businesses,

drive traffic, and take a part of the profits.

The company has launched beta testing of its in-app

shopping experience in Europe through tie-ups with

Walmart Inc. and Shopify Inc as well as local

merchants to cater to personalized products varying

across different demographic regions. The latest

trial is a lead-up to a more widespread introduction

of a global e-commerce operation which is

predicted to launch soon. With this TikTok is all set

to add yet another mega-growth story to its tale.

The Largest Acquisition in the Renewable Energy Market

After outlining its vision in January’20 to become the world’s largest solar player by 2025,

Adani Green Energy Limited (AGEL) went on a shopping spree with a fat wallet. Following

the announcement of the latest acquisition of SB Energy Holdings Limited, ajoint venture

between SoftBank Group Corp (80%) and the Bharti group (20%), AGEL has achieved its goal of 25GW of

renewable energy capacity by 2025 in 2021 itself- outperforming its deadline by 4 years. The strategic

acquisition will add large-scale utility assets with 84% solar capacity, 9% wind-solar hybrid capacity, and

7% wind capacity to AGEL’s kitty. The largest-ever acquisition in the renewable energy sectors will surely

draw the attention of several other global industries that are seeking to minimize their carbon footprint.

The strategic acquisition would also aid the company to pave the way for adjacent platforms that include

Hydrogen and Storage.
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The Secret to Success is to Understand the Ever-

Changing Customer Behaviour

Saturday night out with friends, the

afternoon gossips, shopping malls

bustling with people– the first lockdown put a halt to

everything across the globe. With ample time in

hand and the fear of falling out, people found the

social media challenges quite amusing. From

preparing Dalgona Coffee to taking up the Safe

Hand Challenge, social media platforms saw an

unprecedented surge in online activity.

At a time when businesses were still coming to terms

with the situation, Wipro Consumer Care and

Lighting were quick to shift its attention where the

majority of its consumers were: online. The quick shift

saw the company register a 2x spike in its sales

compared to its previous fiscal. Starting as a

vegetable oil company, it made strategic

acquisitions over the years to acquire a fair market

share in the crowded FMCG industry. Realizing the

need of the hour, the company quickly expanded its

product portfolio to include surface sanitizers, floor

cleaners, and anti-germ liquid detergent. Cashing in

on the social media trend promoting the use of

chemical-free products, the company extended its

ayurvedic offering- “Chandrika” to include

handwash, face wash, and hair oil. Leveraging its

aggressive policy of strategic acquisitions, and

understanding the dynamic consumer behavior, the

company registered a 14% growth in their India

business in the first 9 months of the fiscal ending

March.

Customer Centric Marketing - the Way Dunzo is

Doing it

Paying attention to difficulties, emphasizing

with people, and providing them with all

feasible help – amidst a national crisis it

becomes vital for a business to prioritize their

strategies to leave a long-lasting impact. In such dire

times, a company must figure out the best possible

approach to interact with their audiences and

demonstrate their brand culture.

The aftermath of the second wave of the Covid 19

pandemic has been quite devastating for the

Indians. At a time when social media platforms are

flooded with people clamoring for assistance, brand

positioning becomes an important element for every

company in the long run. Dunzo, the Bengaluru-

based delivery startup has reflected and reworked

its strategies to prioritize consumer interest. For the

time being, Dunzo has emphasized self-care and

assisting others over everything else. The company

has decided to take a break from promotional posts

on social media. Instead, it has used the platform to

amplify the residents’ SOS and raise awareness

about vaccination. From twisting popular taglines of

famous brands to using Bollywood movie dialogues,

Dunzo has been creative in highlighting the

importance of vaccination, magnify user requests,

and appreciate the frontline workers. By lending a

helping hand and empathizing with its users in time

of need, Dunzo has been able to demonstrate its

brand personality to a larger audience.

Brooke Bond Taj Mahal Teams Up with Gaana to Deliver an Unmatched Experience

“Chai” is an emotion for Indians. Be it a date, a break during office hours, or rejuvenating

after a tiring day, tea is synonymous with all situations. With the advertisement tagline - “Wah

Taj”, Brooke Bond Taj Mahal is complementing its product to be of the premium category. While the

debate whether retro music is still the best is there to last for another century or two, Gaana in association

with Brooke Bond Taj Mahal has introduced a curated program “Unwind with Taj”. Through the program,

the millennials get an option to delve into the unexplored grandeur of Indian classical music. The initiative

aims to instill the notion that while tuning into the exquisite array of the finest classical music which includes

the masterpieces of Ustad Zakir Hussain, Ronu Majumdar, Ustad Shahid Parvez among others, deciding on

an alternate brand of tea as a companion other than the finest category offered by Taj Mahal is a

rhetorical question.
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COVID cases in India, data as of 31st May

28.2 million- Total no. of cases

25.9 million- Recovered

2.3 million- Active cases

(0.04% are serious and 99.96% are in mild condition)

COVID cases across the Globe, data as of 31st May

171.5 million- Total no. of cases

153.8 million- Recovered

17.7 million- Active cases

(0.05% are serious and 99.95% are in mild condition)
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US COVID-19 Guidelines- Fully Vaccinated

People Can Go Out Without Masks

The US Centers for Disease Control

and Prevention (CDC) has updated its COVID-19

guidelines for fully vaccinated Americans, stating

that fully vaccinated people can go outdoor without

wearing masks or maintaining any physical

distancing except the places required by federal,

state, local, tribal, or territorial laws, rules, and

regulations. They may resume domestic and

international travel while refraining from testing

before travel, except in international travel where

the destination may require testing. They may also

refrain from self-quarantine when returning to the

United States from outside.

DCGI approves 2-DG drug for COVID-19

The Drug Controller General of India (DCGI) has

approved 2-deoxy-d-glucose (2-DG), a COVID-19

drug developed by the Defence Research &

Development Organisation (DRDO) and Dr Reddy's

Laboratories, for emergency use in people with

moderate to severe COVID-19. The clinical trials of

the drugs showed faster recovery of patients

hospitalized and it also reduces their dependence

on oxygen. The drug comes in sachets and can be

taken orally by dissolving it in water.

Approval of this drug will help in reducing the

burden on the healthcare system.

IMF Proposes $50 billion Plan to Escape from

Global COVID Crisis

International Monetary Fund (IMF)

proposed a plan of $50 billion to fight the

global COVID-19 pandemic. The proposal aims to

vaccinate at least 40% of the global population by

the end of CY21 and 60% of the population by

HY22. It also proposes to track and insure against

the downside risk and ensure widespread testing

and maintenance of enough stocks of therapeutics

while maintaining public health measures in low

vaccinated areas. The move is also expected to

result in a global economic boost to the tune of $9

trillion by 2025.

ICMR Approved India’s First COVID-19 Self-Test

Kit

The Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) has

authorized CoviSelf, a COVID-19 self-testing kit

developed by MyLab Discovery Solutions for

personal use, as the country's first COVID-19 self-

testing kit. Anyone can collect their own nasal

sample and test it for SARS-CoV-2 using this kit. It

employs a fast antigen test that gives results within

15 minutes. While RT-PCR test costs ₹400-₹1,500

and a rapid antigen test in the laboratory costs

₹300-900 in different states, this kit costs ₹250.

These kits will assist in reducing the stress on

laboratories and hospitals, as well as lowering costs,

simplifying testing, and delivering rapid results so

that precautionary steps can be taken.
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Clustering Illusion 

Everyone is susceptible to illusions!

Cognitive biases have a significant impact on how

our brain functions. It influences how we make

decisions in our daily life. One such cognitive bias is

Clustering Illusion. It is an illusion wherein we

perceive a small sample of random data sets to be

non-random and revealing a pattern such as seeing

shapes in clouds. Understanding such illusions and

taking steps to avoid such bias would help in proper

decision-making in fields such as management,

market research, and investment.

Click Here to Know More

Yellow Lemons and Cherries

"Let the buyer beware" perfectly fits in our model

which begins with the second-hand car market

comprising cherries (good cars) and lemons (bad

cars). “The Market for Lemons: Quality Uncertainty

and the Market Mechanism" is a much-coveted

research paper written by George Akerlof which

highlights the basic problems prevalent behind any

financial crisis. Information asymmetry between the

buyer and the seller triggers a systemic risk which

causes an economy to fall apart.

Click Here to Know More

Click Here to Know More

Can Income Inequality Cause Low Sovereign

Credit Rating

Income inequality affects an economy in several

ways. This negatively affects the factors which are

considered by rating agencies while determining a

country’s credit rating. According to the

International Monetary Fund (IMF), a 1% rise in the

income proportion earned by the top 20% reduces

the growth of the economy by 0.08% in the

following five years. Quantitatively, Gini index and

Credit ratings show a -25% correlation. But income

inequality has a much higher impact on the country’s

ability to repay its debt in the long run.

Click Here to Know More

4% Rule: A Path for Retirement

Planning retirement in advance is very important.

While there are several retirement strategies

advised by financial planners, the 4% rule has

proven to be a reliable approach with a 95%

success rate based on the research conducted during

one of the most volatile periods from 1926 to 1976.

4% rule has helped the retirement portfolio sustain

the stock market crash of 1929, the Great

Depression, World War II and the stagflation of the

1970s.

50 Years

33 Years
28 Years

20 Years
15 Years

3% 4% 4.25% 5% 6%

First Year Withdrawal Rates (%)

Source: Determining Withdrawal Rates Using Historical Data from Journal of Financial

Planning 1994

How Long does the Portfolio Last at each Withdrawal Rate with 50%

of the Investment in Stocks and 50% In Debt?

Why just 4%?

The buyer comes to the market oblivious

to the quality of the car. Hence, the buyer

decides to pay a fixed price that is the

average value of a “cherry” and a

“lemon” (Paverage).

The seller has perfect information about

the quality of the car being sold.

This will eventually create a vicious cycle

since the market price will fall due to the

exit of cherry sellers. As a result, buyers

will revise their prices down which will

lead to even more cherry sellers leaving

the market.

Sellers are only willing to sell lemons

(since Plemons<Paverage) and will leave the

market when they hold only cherries.

TUG OF WAR BETWEEN PRICE AND QUALITY
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CLUSTERING ILLUSION

Clustering Illusion refers to a cognitive bias wherein

the human mind tends to frame or find connections

between random pieces of information in a sample

set. It perceives random data sets to be non-random.

This often leads to foul judgement and deviation

from the sense of rationality.

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_clustering-illusions-activity-6798166664190988288-dlQn
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_yellow-lemons-and-cherries-activity-6795615008043663360-NMTX
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_4-rule-path-for-retirement-activity-6800700607482126336-vel0
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/leveragedgrowth_can-income-inequality-cause-low-sovereign-activity-6803223340401115136-TU80
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“Strong surge in vaccination-led demand for

glass vials coupled with growth in automobiles

volumes will drive revenue growth of glass

makers in fiscal 2022. Despite recent partial

lockdowns due to a resurging second wave, the

glass makers are expected to maintain their

profitability in this fiscal.”

- Dinesh Jain, Director, CRISIL Rating Ltd.

“The way Elon Musk spoke

about Bitcoins, he probably

knew what was happening in

China. I don’t think he suddenly

realized that Bitcoin is creating

a carbon footprint."
-Nithin Kamath, Founder & CEO,

Zerodha

"Long term investing is like Gardening. You

have to pick up the right seeds, choose right

of land, water it regularly, provide manure,

cut out weed etc. You will focus on garden

depending upon the need. Managing

portfolio is an art and not precise science.”

-Nilesh Shah, Managing Director, Kotak

Mahindra Asset Management Co. Ltd
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Leveraged Growth is a niche finance-based

Business Consultancy firm. We are built

around four business verticals – Consulting,

Research Advisory, Corporate Training and

Learning and Development. We provide

customized solutions to leading businesses

worldwide. Our team consists of experienced

professionals having diverse skill-sets and a

passion to excel
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